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Sammanfattning 
Företag måste ständigt förbättras, testa nya tekniker och innovationer som är framgångsrika för 
att behålla sin plats på marknaden. Lean produktutveckling har varit en användbar process under 
dessa förhållanden för företag på grund av dess kunskap- och värdefokus som har lett till 
förkortade utvecklingstider, ökad vinst och effektivitet. Trots det stora utbudet av studier om 
leans stora påverkan inom produktion har färre undersökningar gjorts inom forskning och 
utveckling (FoU). Det finns därför ett behov att testa lean produktutveckling praktiskt i en 
forskning och utvecklings miljö. 
 
Ericssons produktutvecklingsavdelning för hårdvara i Kista var beställaren av examensarbetet. 
Telekommunikationsmarknaden är en snabbt växande marknad där företag som Ericsson 
ständigt måste förbättras för att hålla sig kvar på marknaden. Ericsson har designkrav rörande 
vikt, installationstid och kostnad. Radioenheterna som Ericsson utvecklar består av skärmlock 
som skyddar kretskorten från elektromagnetiskt läckage. Skärmlocken möter dagens designkrav 
men för att bibehålla sin plats som ledande på marknaden finns det ett behov att förbättra 
produkten och öka kunskap och värde i elektromagnetisk skärmning och fästning. 
 
Syftet med detta examensarbete var därför att utveckla ett skärmlockskoncept för ett kretskort 
med alternativ skärmning och fästning som kunde förbättra designkraven. Projektet syftade även 
till att utvärdera lean produktutveckling metoder och dess effekt på kunskap och värdeskapandet 
på det utvecklade konceptet genom att undersöka projektet praktiskt.  
 
Projektet utfördes därför genom att processen antogs praktiskt och information gällande dess 
effekt på det framtagna konceptet utvärderades med hjälp av kvantitativ data från 
enkätundersökningar. Projekt resulterade i ett skärmlock med alternativ skärmning och fästning 
som förbättrade designkraven. Processen ledde även till verifiering av att lean produktutveckling 
kan appliceras i FoU miljöer då de har en stor positiv påverkan på kunskap och värdeskapandet 
för det utvecklande konceptet. Metoderna leder även till att sprida expertkunskap till utvecklarna 
vilket ökar kunskap och som kan komma att påverka innovationer framgång.
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Abstract 
The entire engineering enterprise is being compelled to improve. To keep a position on the fast 
growing market development companies have a pressure to improve and meet the evolving 
market by developing products with new techniques and innovations that are successful. Lean 
product development has been a great process and method to use during these circumstances due 
to the focus on knowledge and value creation. The focus has led to shortened development time, 
increased profits and efficiency. Less research has been done on applying lean in research and 
development environments (R&D) from the initial stages of concept development to the detailed 
development. There is therefore a need to test lean product developed practically in a R&D 
setting by applying the methods. 
 
The hardware department for radio remote units at Ericsson was the commissioner for this thesis. 
The telecommunication market is a fast growing market where companies such as Ericsson need 
to constantly improve in order to stay leading on the market. Ericsson has design demands 
regarding weight, assembly and costs in their hardware development process. The radio remote 
radio units consist of shielding coves protecting the painted circuit board from electromagnetic 
leakage. The shielding covers and their fastening mechanism meet the design demands today. 
There is however a need to improve in order to stay leading on the market and to continuously 
develop. 
 
The purpose with this master thesis was therefore to develop shieling and alternative fastening 
for the printed circuit board that could improve the design demands. The objective of the thesis 
was also to evaluate lean product development (LPD) practically and its methods effect on 
knowledge and value creation to the developed concept. The effect was analyzed with the help of 
quantitative research methods.  
 
The result of the thesis was an alternative shielding and fastening concept that improve the 
design demands. The thesis also showed that LPD has a great effect on knowledge and value 
creation to the developed concept. The method also leads to sharing expert knowledge to the 
design team, which can lead to great successful innovations, as the developers become the lead 
users. Waste is also eliminated, as the developer is not depended on the expert.
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NOMENCLATURE 
In this chapter the abbreviation used in this master thesis report will be presented. 
 
ABBREVIATIONS 
TPS   
PD 
R&D 

Toyota Production System 
Product development 
Research and development 

LPD   Lean Product Development 
RRU    
PCB 
EMC 

Remote Radio Unit 
Printed circuit board  
Electromagnetic compability 

EMI Electromagnetic interference 
NGR 
IE 

Next generation radio 
Integration Event 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The background of this thesis will be presented in this introducing chapter. The studied 
company, problem area, purpose, scope and limitations of study are also presented. 
 

1.1 Background 
“The entire engineering enterprise is being compelled to improve” (Khan et al, 2013). There 
is a pressure to improve and meet the evolving market demands and stay competitive by being 
more innovative and improve the time-to market. The lean way of working has been a great 
tool for several companies during these circumstances due to its focus on creating value and 
eliminating waste. The use of lean thinking and methods has been seen to reduce development 
time, increase profits and efficiency.  
 
Lean thinking and Toyota production system (TPS) has been a subject in production for a 
while. It has changed and improved the production industry with its focus on keeping a high 
frequency of repetitive work with similar value that creates a low variability and eliminates 
waste. Product development (PD) on the other hand is characterized by high variability and 
has another perspective on how value is created. Less research has been done on applying 
lean in research and development environments (R&D) from the initial stages of concept 
development to the detailed development (Khan et al, 2013). This is rather odd as PD 
methods have a great effect on products profitability.  
  
Allan Ward examined TPS and realised that there is a lean process for product development 
as well, called Lean Product Development (LPD). The PD focuses on value, knowledge and 
learning (Khan et al, 2013). Harley-Davidson changed their PD according to LPD and became 
4-5 times more efficient (Holmdahl, 2010). 
 
LPD is said to create value in the product and process by doing the right thing right 
(McManus, 2005).  It is therefore important to create products and designs that increase value 
for all the enterprise stakeholders. There is no value in the product if it does not please the 
customer (McManus, 2005). Adapting to lean product development will lead to improved 
design, manufacturability; meet customer’s value expectations for price, performance and 
quality. In lean product development it is important to as mentioned focus on understanding 
the customer, define value and keep the design space open as long as possible before making 
critical decisions. This product development method is called set-based design (McManus, 
2005).  The knowledge flow is said to increase with this technique. The method gathers 
information through iterative prototyping, customer involvement, learning by doing, 
experience and understanding the depth of insight that is gathered through the product 
development process (Holmdahl, 2010).  
 
At Ericsson’s R&D department the mechanical designers also face this problem of having the 
design demand of developing products to the right price, assembly time and weight that both 
stakeholders and customers demand. There is a need for innovation and to perform pre-
development projects that delivers concepts that creates value, reach customer needs and 
reach an implementation phase. 
 

1.2 Ericsson 
Ericsson is world leading within 2G, 3G, 4G and 5G mobile technologies. Lars Magnus 
Ericsson founded the company in 1876 with the belief that communication is an essential 
human need. Over 1000 networks in more than 175 countries therefore use Ericsson 
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equipment’s and approximately 40% all mobile traffic passes through the Ericsson network 
(Ericsson, 2015).   
 

1.3 Hardware Development at Ericsson 
This master thesis was performed at Enclosure Solutions at Ericsson located in Kista. 
Enclosure Solution is a design unit within Ericsson R&D, where the mechanical enclosures 
for Ericsson’s products are designed. The hardware department is responsible for the 
mechanical design for remote radio units (RRU) which are mast or wall mounted; see figure 1 
for wall and mast mounted RRUs. Most of the products are designed for outdoor 
environments.  
 

 
Figure 1. Wall mounted RRUS are seen in the left hand side and mast mounted in the right 

hand side of the figure.  
 
Printed circuit boards (PCB) are found inside of the RRU’s. The PCB need to be shielded in 
order to prevent electromagnetic compability (EMC) leakage. The PCB’s are usually shielded 
with a cover of casted aluminium with dispensed electromagnetic interference (EMI) gasket 
to prevent EMC leakage. Screw joints are the main fastening mechanism for the shielding 
covers. The covers can be improved due to the heavy aluminium, expensive EMI gasket and 
long assembly time caused by the fastening mechanism.  This thesis will therefore focus on 
the shielding covers and their fastening mechanism.   
 
The hardware department at Enclosure solutions have a demand to design products that 
reduces assembly time, weight and cost. The shielding covers for the PCBs today meet the 
design demand. There is however a need to improve and find alternative shielding and 
fastening solutions in order to stay competitive and leading on the market, since the 
telecommunication industry is a fast growing market. The mechanical designers are located in 
projects with fast developing time and there is a need for the R&D projects to increase value 
and knowledge in order to be implemented fast. 
 

1.4 Problem Area 
Innovations and design improvements must be needed, feasible and viable to be successful 
(Mueller and Thoring, 2012). Companies working with product development tend to focus 
mostly on feasibility and viability. There is a need to look in to all factors.  If the developed 
product’s not desired, it will not be needed or implemented or even bought. The criterion for 
developing a successful product is to take all three factors into consideration during the 
product development.   
 
The shielding and fastening of the PCB shielding cover has a great influence on the design 
demands as explained in the previous section. There is a need to improve and rethink the 
shielding and fastening. Due to the fast growing telecom industry Ericsson is compelled to 
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continuously improve the design demands, increase product knowledge, innovate and test 
new technologies to stay leading on the market and so that the predevelopment project do not 
only end up in technical reports. The improved products are hence first successful when they 
are needed, feasible and viable. 
 
Lean is said to lead to successful product developments as it focus on all three factors (need, 
feasibility and viability) and it is suggested by researchers (Wang et al, 2011) that it would 
have as great effects in a R&D setting as in the manufacturing processes. The LPD process is 
therefore said to have a positive effect on the value creation, increase product knowledge and 
develop the right product from the beginning instead of making expensive engineering 
changes in the end of the development. There is also a theoretical gap and need for 
investigating the result of applying LPD and its methods practically in a R&D setting, where 
the PD adapts to a controlled and set LPD process and methods. Previous research provides 
minimum evidence of applying LPD in practice and analyzing the effects on the developed 
product. Previous research uses a theoretical approach where practical methods are rarely 
applied or analyzed (Khan et al, 2013). 
 
Since the telecom industry is a fast growing market and the existing shielding covers need to 
improve the design demands, there is a need to apply LPD and its methods to throughout the 
PD. The methods effect on the value and knowledge creation for the new shielding and 
fastening should therefore also be investigated.  
 

1.5 Purpose of Thesis 
The purpose of this master thesis was to develop an alternative shielding cover and fastening 
concept for a PCB with the focus to improve the design demands.   
 
In order to improve the design demands LPD – process was applied practically in the R&D 
setting. The objective was to test its effect practically throughout the development on the 
value and product knowledge creation to the developed concept. It was also tested if it would 
help to develop the right concept from the beginning that later on could be detailed 
constructed. 
 

1.6 Scope 
The thesis will deal with the following scope: 
 

• Develop a verified alternative shielding and fastening concept for a PCB. 
 

• Perform a product development according to LPD while developing the concept. 
 

• Study existing shielding covers and fastening methods and new technologies within 
EMC shielding and fastening. 

 
• Study the result and effects of applying LPD and its method practically on value and 

knowledge creation on alternative shielding and fastening. The effects will be 
examined by measuring the increased knowledge and value creation during the PD 
and by comparing the development with the Ericsson way of working with PD. 

 
1.7 Limitations 

The study chose to use the shielding cover for the PA-PCB from the next generation radio 
(NGR) project G1 as a reference product. Since the project is still in its developing phase 
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technical information about the product will not be explained in detail. Technical information 
regarding the developed concept will therefore also remain confidential. The results will focus 
on the chosen development process effect on creating value and knowledge.  
 
The thesis was also limited to not perform the detailed construction phase of the LPD –
process. The limitation is based on the purpose of the study to investigation the effect on 
value and product knowledge throughout the PD. The detailed construction phase is not 
characterized by those factors and will therefore not be performed nor examined. The detailed 
construction phase is characterized by concluding the work with tolerances and drawings. The 
first stage of the LPD process involves exploring a design space and creating knowledge and 
value, hence the focus on those phases. The developed concept will be a functional prototype 
and not a detail constructed product.   
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2. FRAME OF REFERENCE 
In this chapter the theoretical frame of reference is presented. The theoretical frame will help 
to describe the phases of the LPD – process, its methods and its effect on knowledge and 
value in a R&D setting to understand its use in the thesis 
 

2.1 Product development 
The practice of developing new technologies with the help of applying product development 
methods has changed during the past years. The processes and methods have been seen to 
affect the product and making it better and faster (Eppinger, 2011). Lean product 
development is a method that is seen to have a great effect on product development due to its 
focus on customer needs, viability and feasibility during the development. Meaning there is a 
great focus on developing the right product.  Lean has had a great impact in manufacturing 
processes and there is a need to evaluate and apply it in R&D.  
 
The focusing factors used in LPD to create successful products are however not unique for 
LPD. Development speed, digital processes of how to use different tools to create better 
products with less time and efforts, customer involvement and innovation methods are 
“striking elements of the recent evolution in product design practice” and used by different 
product development methods according to Eppinger (2010). There is however a need to 
explore LPD in depth and to examine how the use of this elements in the LPD process affect 
the knowledge and value creation to the developed product when applied practically in a 
R&D setting. There are several definitions to LPD and its methods. This thesis will focus on 
the theoretical frame of Holmdahl (2010).  
 

2.2 Knowledge and value in lean product development 
In this section knowledge and value in LPD will be shortly described to get an understanding 
of what is meant by knowledge and value in a R&D context and in this thesis. How 
knowledge and value is created and gained in the LPD process and methods will be further 
explained in the coming sections.  
 
Product development is seen to be a learning process (Highsmith, 2004) and can be referred to 
as a “knowledge management process” (Adamines and Karacapilidis, 2004). During the 
product development knowledge is gained by investigating customer demands, assuring 
manufacturing feasibility of the design with suppliers and by assuring assembly opportunities 
with production (Holmdahl, 2010). The knowledge gained during the product development is 
transformed into valuable preconditions for the departments that the design affects.  
 
During the product development knowledge gaps reoccur due to different factors. It is 
important to take the gaps into consideration and have them under watch during the PD in 
order to minimize errors and decisions based on wrong facts to maximize the value of the 
design.  
 
The increased industrial competiveness that compels companies to improve and develop 
better successful products requires the ability to involve different design departments and to 
integrate the expert knowledge during the development. Product development methods and 
tools play an important role in the use of such knowledge and to increase knowledge in the 
projects according to Assouroko et al (2012) and Holmdahl (2010). 
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In LPD there is a focus on the developed products knowledge and how to create usable 
knowledge for the product. One of the main value adding activity in LPD is to create new 
knowledge (Ward, 2007), meaning value is created from new ideas. Value is also created by 
value adding activities. “Value is added when something happens” to the product 
development flow and when the knowledge is moved forward and being processed (Modig 
and Åhlström, 2013). The flow is only being processed and adding value when needed 
activities are being performed, meaning activities that are not adding value are wasteful. It is 
therefore important to understand the customer need and why there is a need to improve the 
design and to develop the right product from the beginning and to have a value focused mind 
set throughout the product development.  
 

2.3 Lean product development   
Lean product development (LPD) has many definitions. Lean is mostly referred back to lean 
production and Toyota production system (TPS). There are differences between production 
and product development. Production focuses on eliminating waste and decrease variability in 
order to achieve high level of repetitive work. Loop backs were you have to go back in the 
process are defined as waste in production while it is seen as an opportunity in product 
development and a way to maximize value (Holmdahl, 2010). Product development is 
iterative; it is hard to see the end result without testing the product, which most often leads to 
iterations and improvements of the design. However LPD is said to be doing the right thing 
right (McManus, 2005).  Meaning that the focus is on developing the right product from the 
beginning by gaining deep insight of why the products needs to be developed and what 
desired features and demands are needed. It is important to have these facts known in the 
beginning of the product development and not realizing them during the detailed construction 
phase.  
 
In LPD there are three different levels (see figure 2) that need to be taken into consideration 
while performing a LPD. The three different levels are values, principles and methods 
(Holmdahl, 2010).  It is important to apply the values and principles of LPD when executing 
the methods within LPD. The methods will not be as effective if the values and principles are 
not considered.    

 
Figure 2. The three levels within LPD 

 
The lean values are listed below:  
 

• Customer focus: It is important to have a clear and focused customer focus in the 
product development in order to design better products in the meaning of shorter 
distance between the user needs and what the developer thinks is needed, leading to 
developing the right products from the beginning and throughout the PD. Genchi 
gemba, which means learn by experience is an important part of LPD. It is important 
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for the developers to learn by experience when gathering knowledge, as it will 
increase value to the development. 
 

• Value adding focus: It’s the idea of always having value in focus, strive for only 
performing tasks that are needed and strive for simplicity, which also is a hunt for 
perfection (Holmdahl, 2010). You can always improve and do things more effectively, 
better and base choice and tasks after value and need.  
  

• Integrated approach: Interface thinking. Most designs affect other interfaces and 
surrounding system, therefore it’s important to work with an integrated approach.  
 

With implied values come effective principles. The lean principles are as follow: 
 

• Visualization: A picture of a construction problem gives better explanation than an 
extensive technical report. Visualization is very important in PD for the product 
knowledge and understanding. Visualization is also more time effective for the 
developers than both writing and reading technical reports.  
 

• Continuous improvements: By having a strive for continuously improving, the designs 
will improve and new knowledge and value will be gained. 

 
• Set – based design: (also a method) is referred to as a principle due to the approach of 

having a principle of never working solely with one design during the product 
development.  The design space is explored where parallel concepts are worked on. 
Each concept is communicated with vague early specification and a parameter range 
instead of precise numerical figures. The design space is defined as the possible 
designs within a design reference.  

 
When the values and principles are implied the methods can be effectively used. The methods 
that are mostly used within LPD are LAMDA, Set – based design and A3 reports. These 
methods will be further explained in detail in the coming section  
 

2.4 The lean product development – process  
The LPD – process is characterized by set – based design, which is a method within the 
process. It focuses on finding a broad set of parallel solutions, delaying decisions and to 
explore the design space and every solution with the help of great number of simple 
prototypes, communication of specifications and parameters (Holmdahl, 2010). Set – based 
design focuses on eliminating solutions that are not sufficient and thereby not choosing the 
concept that seems to be the best one. The latest and most critical decisions are therefore 
based on knowledge gained during the product development and through the exploration of 
solutions and design space (Holmdahl, 2010).  Early construction decisions have the greatest 
effect on the final cost, quality, weight and other important product dimensions and factors. 
These decisions are traditionally chosen early in generic product development when the 
knowledge level is on its lowest point (Holmdahl, 2010). The late engineering quick fixes and 
unexpected changes that in many cases are revealed during detailed construction are seen due 
to this kind of product development. The late changes are therefore seen as waste in product 
development and should be avoided with set – based design way of working (Holmdahl, 
2010). 
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The design in LPD is not frozen until far along in the product development in order to secure 
flexibility and to increase knowledge about the design. Only value adding activities that could 
increase the knowledge about the concepts should be performed. Set – based design is 
therefore said to foster knowledge and value through this way of working. Product changes 
and innovation are therefore also driven with a level of security (Holmdahl, 2010). The lean 
product development process is described by the following figure 3.  

 
Figure 3. Lean product development process  

   
The process starts with a market research that should continue during the whole set – based 
phase in order to continuously improving and gain new knowledge. The concepts are then 
eliminated with the help of integration events with a reference group followed by detailed 
construction.  During the detailed construction no new knowledge should be gained since only 
the final tolerances should be set and drawings should be released to suppliers.  
 
The process can be divided into the five following phases (see figure 4): 
 

• 1st Phase: The product development project starts: Start a market input and 
competitive analysis. Develop the right product from the beginning and work closely 
with customers, suppliers and affected interface engineers.   

 
• 2nd Phase: Concept development: Develop concepts with methods used within LPD 

and identify knowledge gaps and learn by experiences and gain new knowledge. It is 
important to work closely with engineers affected by the design and suppliers to 
assure manufacturability. 
 

• 3rd Phase: Set-based design: Work with the different concepts developed in the 
previous phase and work with parallel tracks, integrate concepts, learn, create value, 
visualize the work with A3-reports, test and construct simple prototypes.  
 

• 4th Phase: Integration events: The third phase continues during this phase and the 
concepts are being eliminated and combined with the help of integration events with a 
reference group. Decisions are knowledge based on for example Pugh’s matrix, check 
sheets and test results. 
 

• 5th Phase: Detailed construction: The exact parameters in the design space are 
determined. Last decisions regarding the tolerances are made and 2D drawing is 
released to suppliers. There are no significant changes or events are happening during 
this phase.  
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Figure 4. The five phases within the LPD-process  
 

Within set-based design there are three principles that should be followed, namely: 
 

• Principle 1- Map the design space: All possible solution should be examined. 
 
• Principle 2- Integrate overlaps: Combine solutions 

 
• Principle 3 - Make sure that it works before making any decisions: Slowly reduce the 

number of concepts and design space. Make sure decisions are based on knowledge. 
 
During the LPD – process knowledge gaps are identified. Knowledge gaps are an important 
factor in the development as it increases knowledge and reduces the number of gaps during 
the development as seen in figure 5. When detailed construction starts the knowledge gaps 
should be reduced to a level where no unexpected changes need to be implemented. Reducing 
the knowledge gaps also means an increase in knowledge which will help the decision making 
process during the integration events. During the events concepts are eliminated based on 
knowledge gained during the development. What the graph in figure 5 further illustrates is 
that with the help of set-based design elimination and way of working with exploring the 
concepts, the detailed construction phase should not be time consuming or faced with 
unexpected results or changes.  The minimization of unexpected changes during the last PD 
phases leads to increasing user value expectations of quality and costs.  

 
Figure 5. The knowledge gap reduction during the LPD-process. 

 
Set-based design puts a high demand on knowledge creation resulting in learning and value 
creation (Holmdahl, 2010). Knowledge is successively increasing which gives good support 
for making decisions.  
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2.5 The methods used within the LPD – process  
Phase 1- 4 from the LPD – process will be explained in detailed in this section due to its 
importance to the thesis and ground for how to perform the methods within the LPD – 
process. The fifth phase will not be further analysed, as it is not part of the knowledge and 
value creation phases, which this thesis focuses on.  
 

2.5.1 Phase 1 – The product development project starts  
In LPD it is very important to develop the right product from the beginning due to the value 
focus and the importance of working very closely with customers to understand customer 
needs and to obtain a greater understanding of what needs to be done during the development 
as well as why it is important.  In order to obtain this it is good to use the LPD method of 
LAMDA and user – A3 that will be further explained in forthcoming sections. 
 
LAMDA  
LAMDA is a method within LPD that is used to support and guide the researcher to perform a 
better and effective product development and to gain knowledge and value (Holmdahl, 2010). 
“LAMDA is the base for all learning” (Holmdahl, 2010) during the product development. 
Lean is about understanding the depth of insights, to observe and to reflect which can be 
found in LAMDA. The method stands for look, ask, model, discuss and act. See figure 6. 

 
Figure 6. The LAMDA- process 

 
During the first phase of the LPD – process the LAMDA steps can be applied and iterated. 
The steps should be executed as follow: 
 

• Look: Is the first step of the LAMDA – process and can be referred back to the LPD 
principle of genchi gemba, learn by experience, which means that the developer 
should go to the physical site and observe. The action should answer questions such as 
what is seen, what data should be collected and what is the actual problem that is 
trying to be resolved. A market research can also be done here were the developer 
looks into similar product in the product portfolio and if competitor analysis has been 
done on the problem.  

 
• Ask: Is the second step and identifies the ground root cause of the problem. The 

developer should use the method “5 WHY” and ask why five times. Questions asked 
during this step could be who have done this before and what information do we 
already have? 

 
• Model: Referees to visualizing. Simple models, sketches, diagrams and clay models 

should be made to visualise the developers’ thoughts of the situation and solutions.  
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• Discuss: This step is associated with gaining knowledge and sharing within the 

organisation that is affected by the product. Thoughts and solutions should therefore 
be shared and discussed. Input from the discussion should be taken into consideration.  

 
• Act: During this step the developer acts on the knowledge that has been gained during 

the cycle. Verify if solutions and conclusions were correct. After this step the cycle 
can be repeated if needed.  

 
It is important that all steps are performed in order for the process to be successful (Ward, 
2007). Knowledge will be increased as the developer investigates the problem himself and 
learns by doing instead of learning by hearing from second sources. The LAMDA – process is 
seen as a standardised learning process in LPD. 
 
User- A3  
In LPD the gained knowledge during methods such as LAMDA should be documented in A3 
– reports. Visualisation is a principle in lean and highly valued as knowledge and information 
creator, as it is better interpreted when seen and experienced than heard from second sources. 
A3 – reports are also more time effective than writing and reading technical reports as they 
are short en (only one page) and concise (Holmdahl, 2010), see figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. The A3-Report structure 

 
The A3 – report should give the whole picture with relevant pictures, diagrams and graphs 
and titles.  The figures and pictures should be very precise and obvious. The date, title, issuer, 
by which manager the information is quality checked and accepted by should also be stated in 
the report. The design of the A3 depends on the reports content and situation. They should be 
easy to follow and have the same draft and create a recognizing effect. The documents are 
continually updated when needed. There are different A3 – reports such as construction – A3   
and user – A3. The reports are good for knowledge sharing and explaining.  
 
The user –A3 is a report, which captures the knowledge, and learning in the LAMDA process 
applied on the user interest, it can be information about the first, second or even third user. 
The document shall give as good picture of the users as possible for the whole R&D team 
involved in the development. Questions answered in the report are identifications of the users, 
their needs and the problems they expect to be resolved but most importantly the question of 
why it is important and needed should also be answered. Knowing the user is critical in 
product development since depth understanding of the user leads to better solutions and 
making decisions that will ha a positive effect (Holmdahl, 2010). Since the reports are based 
on LAMDA the knowledge can be gained by performing the following steps of the method: 
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• Look: The developer looks by himself how the product is used, who the users, 
suppliers and production engineers are. 
 

• Ask: The developer should ask who the users are, what they want to achieve and why 
it is important.  Ask how their competitors are solving this problem. Listen and 
explore! 

 
• Model: Describe the conclusion from look and ask with the help of pictures and 

graphs or simple models. 
 

• Discuss: The new knowledge gained should be disused in the whole team so that 
everyone agrees and understand the information.  

 
• Act: The developer should act upon customer interest. To sustain the knowledge the 

information gained during the process must be analyzed and documented visually with 
a user A3. 

 
The subtitles in the user – A3 do not have to have the exact subtitles as the following listed 
titles but the steps should be applied when analyzing the LAMDA – process and conducting 
the report.  
 

1. Description of the product, users, and properties that are important for the user and so 
called user interest.   
 

2. Analysis of the product properties translated into quantities and measures. When 
investigating the user they usually don’t speak in terms of variables and metrics. The 
LAMDA method is good when constructing user – A3 since it helps the developer to 
translate the user interests to measurable quantities and construction parameters.  

 
3. Conclusions of the analysis what properties would the user prefer before others. What              

problems can the developer handle and not handle at the moment also referred to as 
knowledge gaps.  

 
4. Actions to how to proceed and close knowledge gaps (Holmdahl, 2010).  

 
By applying LAMDA especially the discussion step of the process, knowledge is gained and 
transferred. Furthermore, genchi gemba (learning by doing), which emphasizes on becoming 
the user, study the user and speaking with the user during the look and ask phase increase a 
great amount of knowledge about the product environment and what the user expects from the 
product.  This step will also help to develop the right product from the beginning as it gives 
an insight of what value the customer is after. The step also helps to find out what tests that 
are crucial to perform and what is needed to be verified which increases value to the PD as 
value adding activities are identified.  
 

2.5.2 Phase 2 – Concept development 
During the second phase of the LPD – process the concepts are developed and presented. The 
specifications will mostly grow during these phases and a lot of learning is achieved in this 
phase, as new ideas are being processed and transferred into product knowledge.  
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There are different recommended ways of developing ideas and stimulate creativity, 
productivity, quality and quantity of ideas.  The following ideation methods are good to use in 
product development teams: Brainstorming, brainwriting and morphological analysis 
(Holmdahl, 2010). R&D studies have showed that creative dialog is an ideation method, 
which is effective, creates value and highly valued by experts (Holmdahl, 2010). The methods 
are explained in the next section. 
 
In LPD it is also as important to work closely with suppliers, users and production engineers 
to gain knowledge and keep a value focus but also to identify conflicts early and knowledge 
gaps. This will also help to stay on the track of making sure that the right product is 
developed.   
 
Brainstorming 
Brainstorming is an ideation method where ideas are generated where the quality, relevance 
or feasibility should not be thought of. The purpose is to generate as many ideas as possible. 
The rule within brainstorming is that all ideas should be accepted and not evaluated even if 
the ideas do not seem to be feasible as they can lead to useful concepts (Ullman, 2010).  
 
Brainwriting (6-3-5) 
Brainwriting is an ideation method were six participants sketch three ideas during five 
minutes on a paper. Every five minutes the papers are passed on to the next participant who 
continues developing the ideas which generates a great quantity of ideas. The ideation stops 
when the paper has been passed on to all participants. This type of ideation is good for 
encouraging equal participation compared to brainstorming where it is easy to dominate the 
session (Ullman, 2010).  
 
Morphological Analysis  
A morphological analysis can be used as a tool for creating concepts. Desired features are 
decomposition and pointed out. The ideas that match the desired features are placed together 
in a matrix where the solutions are sketched on post-its. This makes it easy to then create 
concepts of different features and solutions. (Johanesson et al, 2004). 
 
Creative Dialog 
Creative dialog is the preferred creativity method in product development (Holmdahl, 2010). 
It is simple and only needs to involve one to three people with a lot of paper where one of the 
participant explains an idea which sketching the idea while the others are trying to understand 
the idea and help to improve the idea. Criticism is avoided as ideations builds on helping each 
other and evolve the ideas. The method is also good as it continuously triggers new ideas. It is 
good to use experts and experienced users, suppliers or similar experts to capture expert 
knowledge.  
  

2.5.3 Phase 3 – Set-based design 
During this phase the different concepts developed in the previous phase are further 
developed and the phase is characterized by an intensive concept construction work. It is also 
now the future value flow is created. The concepts are worked with in parallel. This phase 
focuses on learning from previous experience, genchi gemba (learning by practical 
experience) knowledge from suppliers, other affected interfaces and systems within the 
design. The mapped design space from the previous phase is now narrowed and 
similar/overlapping solutions can be integrated.  It is also important to make simple 
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prototypes and test them during this phase first before making any production prototypes or 
starting the detailed constructions (Holmdahl, 2010).  
 
During the set – based design phase different LPD methods can be used to gain more 
knowledge about the design and value of how to proceed and narrow the design space and for 
eliminating concepts. The LPD methods used during this phase are listed below: 
 
Check sheets 
Check sheets are a form of A3 – reports that can be referred to as “Construction handbooks” 
(Holmdahl, 2010). The report describes technical abilities and the boundaries of the technical 
solutions, manufacturability and feasibility of constructions. Quality and costs can also be 
portrayed.  The check sheets will work as a reference during the development and way of 
capturing new knowledge and creating knowledge by processing gained information and 
knowledge during the PD. If there are any questions regarding the design the developers can 
go back to the check sheet and even share the knowledge. 
 
The check sheets are also time effective as in traditional product development when the 
developer encounters a problem he has to ask the expert of the problem area for help or 
answer which cause delayed cycle times for the developer. In LPD the developer is decoupled 
from the expert (Holmdahl, 2010) as the check sheets are continuously updated by the experts 
and the developer only needs to check the sheets for gathering knowledge. The check sheets 
increases value as waste (information lead times) is decreased. The check sheets can also be 
used during reviews and during elimination of concepts to evaluate the concepts construction 
boundaries and abilities.  
 
If a chosen construction then later on in the product development is within the span that is 
defined in the check sheet there is no need to further verify manufacturability (Holmdahl, 
2010). The check sheets reduce risk in the project and saves time during the development.  
 
Construction - A3 
The purpose of the construction – A3 is to simplify the gained knowledge about the 
constructions as much as possible. The A3 should be visual and concise and a complement 
instead of extensive technical reports which will both save time and add value to the projects 
by processing the knowledge flow during the PD (Holmdahl, 2010). The A3 should be 
updated during the PD. 
 
Test – A3 
Test – A3 can be used during set – based design for both planning and handling of the tests 
performed and depict what was tested, which knowledge gaps are going to be closed by 
performing the tests (Holmdahl, 2010).  The test – A3 should give good knowledge about the 
test-set up. The A3 will thereby create value adding activities to the project by firstly identify 
them and then only perform tests needed. 
 
Limit Trade – off curves 
Limit trade – off curves are illustrations and graphs of possibilities, limitations between 
different alternatives, test – results and the design spaces. The limit trade – off curves should 
be depicted by an A3 where graphs show how the construction behaves and varies for 
different parameters and variables. A limit curve is then added to the graphs showing which 
parameters and constructions pass. The limit curve is usually defined by the specifications 
made in the beginning of the development for example in the user – A3 where the desired 
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construction parameters are stated. By only showing these figures in a table with numbers 
instead of graphs makes it hard for the developer to see the limits, which parameters and 
constructions that are accepted (Holmdahl, 2010). It is therefore helpful to have limit trade –  
off curves depicted in the graphs.  
 
The limit – trade off curves should be used as a knowledge base for the concept eliminating 
and evaluation of concepts (Holmdahl, 2010) and to increase knowledge during the PD.  By 
using the A3 reports the lead-time of gathering knowledge from the expert that has the 
knowledge regarding specific requirements is reduced. The A3 reports should be available for 
the whole team and spreading expert knowledge fast and creating value by reducing the waste 
of waiting for information.  
 

2.5.4 Phase 4 – Integration events 
During the fourth phase the design space solutions should be integrated and mapped.  
Meaning concepts should be eliminated and combined in order to find the perfect solution. It 
is important that the concepts that are verified as the concepts that are bad should successively 
be eliminated and so that the concept that seems to be the best one is not chosen first 
(Holmdahl, 2010). The concepts should be eliminated based on knowledge gained during the 
previous phases. The A3’s performed during the previous phases should be used as a 
foundation for the decisions during the integration events. After every elimination the 
concepts are further developed as described in phase three, meaning improved and further 
developed, prototyped and tested if needed.  
 
The fourth phase of the LPD process is also used during the third phase, meaning integration 
events can be performed in the third phase if needed. Other LPD methods that can be used 
during this elimination phase (phase 4) are explained in the coming section. 
 
Decision matrix 
When deciding on which concept that is the weakest a decision matrix such as the Pugh’s 
evaluation matrix can be used (Holmdahl, 2010). This method can be used when there are 
many similar solutions to choose between. The concepts that are going to be evaluated are 
chosen and the functions that the concepts are going to be evaluated by are also decided 
which should be presented in the matrix. A reference concept should also be decided which is 
evaluated with graded 0 for all functions. The reference should be a clear solution to the 
problem or for example a similar product.  An easy grading is used for the evaluation where + 
means better than the reference, - means worse and 0 means that the concept is similar to the 
reference. The grading should be objective and based on knowledge or the material made in 
previous phases. The concepts are then ranged after their grading. After the grading it should 
be clearer for the team which concept or concepts they should further develop.  The team 
should also reflect over the results and process.  There are however some drawbacks with this 
method of how objective the grading is and how knowledge based the evaluation is which 
needs to be considered when evaluating the concepts. 
 
Integration Events 
Integration events (IE) are special meetings with the purpose to make knowledge based 
decisions and reduces the amount of alternative solutions by carefully removing one or 
several weak alternatives and at the same time narrowing down the design space by narrowing 
the design parameters, with the goal to reach one point in the design space in the end 
(Holmdahl, 2010). A reference group is usually present during the event consisting of 
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developers and managers affected by the design. The duration of the IE depend on what is 
presented during the event and can takes days, hours or only a few minutes.  
 
The IE are characterized to (Holmdahl, 2010): 

• Base decisions based on visual and verified knowledge 
• Explicit and detailed evaluation of this knowledge 
• Eliminating the weakest alternatives and not chose a winning concept directly 
• Keep as many alternatives alive as long as possible: 

- Until it is visually presented that a certain concept is the weakest and should be  
  eliminated 
- Until time constrains forces a reduction of alternative concepts 

 
Every phase in the product development should have at least one IE, meaning that the IE can 
be used during both phase one, two and three as well if needed. The amount of IE during the 
product development depends on the overall project needs, how many concepts that are 
worked on in parallel and what decisions needs to be done (Holmdahl, 2010).  
 
IE are held in conference rooms where the knowledge gained (A3’s, check sheets, limit trade-
off curves, prototypes and so forth) during the product development should be visualized for 
the reference group that is invited. The knowledge could either be showed on projectors or 
handed out so that decisions can be made fast.  Decisions made on the previous IE can be 
followed up on the forthcoming IE. When all knowledge gaps are closed the last IE and last 
decisions can take place. By the last IE the product is completely specified and the design 
space is reduced to specified points.  The IE is followed by detailed construction. 
 
The integration events are a key for increasing value and minimizing the amount of unplanned 
redesigning and surprises later on in the development by intensive evaluation and knowledge 
based decisions early in the process (Holmdahl, 2010).   There will be a greater understanding 
of the user-by-user studies, supplier visits, identification of knowledge gaps and depth studies 
of what is feasible to construct and plan for closing knowledge gaps. The IE can therefore be 
seen as knowledge revision events, which also are a great opportunity for spreading the 
knowledge within the company. The LPD process way of working is therefore seen as a 
knowledge based product development (Holmdahl, 2010) where knowledge and technical 
expertise drives the decision making in comparison to other product development where the 
process structure and control drives the decision making (Holmdahl, 2010). It does also 
secure that value adding activities are performed and clearly shows the knowledge processing. 
 
Status report – A3  
The status report – A3 can be used to present a logical and true picture of the product 
development process during the integration events. It gives a picture of how the project/ 
problems are evolving, which results that has been achieved and what is left to be done. It is a 
way of sharing the processed knowledge that is created during the product development. It is 
also a way to see which needed value adding activities that are going to be performed. The 
activities can thereby be reviewed and evaluated to make sure that they are value adding and 
needed before they are performed. The report should be one page and short, concise and well 
explaining with fitting subtitles of the background, current conditions, results and issues to 
follow up (Holmdahl, 2010). The status reports can also be used during the IE to keep track of 
how the project is proceeding and what decisions were made on the previous IE.  
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Decision – A3   
The decision – A3 reports have the purpose of defining the product and manufacturing 
parameters and decisions of what needs to be measured and decided for the project, causing a 
value adding effect to the PD. The report is also a way to document knowledge-based 
decisions that could be shared with the whole team. The document can then both help the 
decision making during the IE (Holmdahl, 2010) but also be a support for the developers 
during the development to know how to proceed and why so that non value adding activities 
are performed, which could help to minimize waste. 
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3. METHODOLOGY  
In this chapter the methodology and project model for the thesis is presented. 
 

3.1 Thesis planning 
The thesis planning plays an important role for the thesis and how it should be executed and 
delivered. The scope and the purpose of the thesis were also investigated during the planning. 
The study spanned over 28 weeks corresponding to 20 weeks working hours. 
 
In order to guarantee that the project would be conducted according to the plan the risks and 
unplanned events were identified in an early stage of the project. The risk analysis performed 
in this project is conducted with the help of risk analysis method (Haimes, 2005) where each 
risk is ranked after their probability of occurring and how big effect they have on the project. 
Action plans of how to minimize and avoid the risks were also conducted. See appendix 1 for 
further explanation of the risk and their action plans for this project. 
 

3.2 Project model 
To develop an alternative shielding and fastening concept that could improve the design 
demands the LPD process and methods based on Holmdahl’s (2010) theoretical frame 
explained in chapter two was going to be used as the project model for the product 
development. The project model was also chosen since there was a need to test the LPD 
process and methods practically in a R&D environment to evaluate its effect on value and 
knowledge creation to the developed concept. The project model used both a qualitative and 
quantitative research method by both constructing a product practically and with the help of 
surveys studies during the product development.  
 
The four phases of the LPD – process explained in section 2.4 were performed. The methods 
within the LPD – process explained in section 2.5 were also applied during the product 
development. Meaning there was a controlled and set development environment for the thesis, 
making it clear for the reference group what the LPD – process means and which methods 
within LPD that were going to be used during the PD. The numbers of integration events were 
determined by the development and previous integration events of how many concepts that 
were eliminated. Four integration events were conducted during the PD. Integration events 
were also conducted early in the PD as they were needed.  Elimination methods from the 
fourth phase were also used during the second and third phase as a knowledge base for the 
elimination of concepts, which will be further explained in the implementation chapter. The 
implementation of the method can be found in chapter four.   
 

3.3 Reference group 
Two different reference groups were appointed during the product development. The first 
reference group was appointed for the integration events performed during the product 
development and fourth phase of the LPD – process. The purpose with the reference group 
was to evaluate the design space and concepts and for being able to perform integration 
events in accordance to the theory of Holmdahl (2010). The reference group consisted of five 
mechanical designers with 1-20 years of experience of product development, mechanical 
design at Ericsson.  The mechanical designers have worked with shielding covers before and 
have great knowledge about EMC shielding of PCB and are therefore great candidates for 
evaluating and eliminating the concepts and evaluating the A3 material used during the 
decision-making.  
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A second reference group consisting of six mechanical engineering students from the Royal 
Institute of Technology to perform the ideation methods brainstorming and brainwriting 
explained in section 2.5.2. The reference group was appointed to give new input to the 
problem area and help to create a design space.  
 

3.4 Expert knowledge 
Creative dialogs described in section 2.5.2 were used to increase expert knowledge into the 
product development both to generate ideas and to evaluate and improve the concepts during 
the ideation and set – based phase with the ambition to develop the right concept from the 
beginning and to develop the right thing right as LPD highlights (Holmdahl, 2010). The 
experts involved in the development for increasing expert knowledge to the developed 
concepts are listed below: 
 

• Expert knowledge concerned EMC: A developer within system design, EMC shielding 
and EMC test responsible was consulted for creative dialogs to generate ideas and for 
evaluation and improving the concepts from an EMC perspective. The expert 
knowledge was also used for prototype planning, for EMC test planning and for 
executing EMC tests and improvements.  
 
A senior specialist within R&D (hardware, EMC and PCB) was also consulted for 
creative dialogs to increase expert knowledge about EMC as it is an important factor 
for developing a needed, feasible and viable concept. The senior specialist was also 
consulted for EMC simulation in order to make knowledge-based decisions about the 
concepts fast to decrease wasted time on developing prototypes and test the 
prototypes.  

 
• Expert knowledge concerning production: Senior specialists within production and 

producibility engineering from Ericsson’s production department were consulted to 
secure the production feasibility of the concepts and to increase knowledge about the 
fastening and challenges that the production face both during assembly and repair of 
the shielding covers.  

 
• Expert knowledge concerning material: Material engineers at Ericsson were consulted 

to increase expert material knowledge about different shielding materials and for 
evaluation and improvement of the concepts.  

 
• Expert knowledge regarding thermo design: A developer within thermo design was 

consulted for expert knowledge regarding the thermo requirements for the PCB. 
 

• Experts regarding Sourcing: Strategic sourcing managers were consulted during the 
project to gather information about the existing product and why there is a cost 
demand for the product.  

 
• Expert knowledge regarding manufacturability: As explained in section 2.3 – 2.5 

supplier involvements is very important in LPD to secure that the right concept is 
developed and can be developed and to decrease the risks during detailed construction 
of the concept not being producible. Suppliers for the different shielding and the 
different fastening mechanisms were therefore consulted during all four phases of the 
LPD process to gain more knowledge about different EMC shielding, fastening 
mechanisms, manufacturing method, price and weight.  
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A fieldtrip to one of the suppliers was also conducted in order to gain more knowledge 
about EMC shielding and what different technologies the market offers regarding 
EMC shielding. 
 

3.5 Observations 
Observations are a good method to collect qualitative data during research. It is not dependent 
on what people do or say it’s the actual behavior that is observed (Denscobme, 2006). An 
observation was performed during the LPD in order to collect information and knowledge 
about the assembly of the shielding covers at Ericsson’s manufacturing site in Kumla. 
Observation was used as a research method since it is a principle (genchi gemba) within lean, 
which means that the developer should learn by doing and observing the product to create 
more knowledge. The observation was also conducted to learn more about which production 
possibilities that can take place in Kumla.  

 
3.6 Surveys 

In order to analyze the effect of applying the LPD on value and knowledge creation 
throughout the PD and to the developed concept different surveys were conducted during the 
integration events to collect both qualitative and quantitative data. The surveys consisted of 
structured questions, grading questions according to a seven-graded likert-scale where the 
participants graded how much they agreed with a statement and open-ended questions. The 
research method was used as there were many integration events and because it is an effective 
method that has the advantage of low bias as interviews have. A disadvantage with this kind 
of data collection is the lack of depth in the respondent’s answers and detailed information. 
Even though there are open – ended questions it will require more from the respondent which 
can affect their participation and effort to answer the open – ended question (Denscobme, 
2006).  It may also be hard to formulate key questions and to know if the respondent did 
understand the question correctly. It is also important to consider the layout, text and graphics 
of the survey when constructing it.  
 
The surveys were given to the reference group at Ericsson that were involved in the LPD 
process and integration events. The surveys were given to the participants after the integration 
events. The questions were designed to ask about the knowledge and value effects due to the 
developing phase that the IE belonged to. The participants were also to answer the difference 
in effect on knowledge and value compared to their way of working to further understand the 
effects of LPD to developing products. A t-test was further performed to test the statistical 
significance of the results on a 0.05 level.  
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4. Implementation 
The main focus of this thesis has been on the implementation of the LPD process and methods 
described in chapter two to develop a concept with improved design demands and to analyse 
the effects of LPD process and methods to the developed product. The methodology explained 
in chapter three was used during the practical product development. The implementation was 
both used to perform a qualitative and quantitative data collection. This chapter is 
chronologically organised where all phases of the LPD are explained. How the different 
methods were used practically in the Ericsson R&D environment is explained. The developed 
concepts will not be explained in detail due to confidential information. The result of the 
implementation on value and knowledge creation is found in chapter 5.  
 
The implementation of the four phases within LPD and their corresponding methods will be 
further explained in the coming sections.   

4.1 Implementation of the first LPD phase 
The product development started with the first phase of the LPD process, which included 
performing the LAMDA process and developing a user-A3 that was evaluated in an 
integration event with the Ericsson reference group. The following implementations will be 
further explained in the following sections.  

4.1.1 Implementation of the LAMDA process and user- A3  
The aim of implementing the LAMDA –process was to create knowledge about the shielding 
covers and fastening mechanism, how to improve the design demand and create value. By 
applying the LAMDA process the researcher could understand why there is a need to improve 
the design demands and get greater understanding of the demands that is more explanatory 
than just constructing the product development on reducing cost, installation time and weight 
that the design demands stand for. It is therefore helped to develop the right concept from the 
beginning.  
 
To understand the real need of doing the redesign and problem all four steps of the LAMDA 
process were implemented. Since a user- A3 was going to be performed the LAMDA process 
was user focused and problem oriented as explained in section 2.5.1. The following steps 
were concluded in the chronological order as seen in table 1. 
 
Table 1. The implemented LAMDA process during the first phase of LPD. 

LAMDA 
Steps 

Implementation Knowledge gained Value gained 

Look Look at the RRU CAD assembly 
where the shielding cover is installed. 
 
Look at the CAD model for the 
shielding cover and fastening 
 
Disassemble/assemble the existing 
shielding cover from the PCB and 
RRU. 
 
Market research; look for competitor 
analysis and how other products at 
Ericsson solve the problems.  
 
Look for suppliers and users 
 
Look for requirements 
 

Learned by experience (genchi gemba), 
deep insight knowledge about the 
assembly, EMC shielding, fastening, 
who the users are and why there is a 
problem and need to perform the 
redesign. Knowledge about the 
manufacturing is also gained. 
 
Knowledge regarding competitors and 
if other products from the portfolio can 
help in the development.  
 
Knowledge gaps that were going to be 
resolved by performing the ask step of 
LAMDA. 
 
The market research also resulted in 
knowledge gained about different 

It increases the value of 
understanding the user 
and need that will help to 
develop the right product 
and increase value for all 
stakeholders and users 
from the beginning. 
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shielding and fastening solutions on the 
market. Resulting in that questions 
about them could be asked to the 
experts in the next step of LAMDA. 

Ask The 5 why’s method within LAMDA 
was used. 
 
Questions were asked to the experts 
described in 3.4 regarding: 
 
- The design of the shielding cover 
and fastening 
- The PCB 
- The EMI gasket 
- EMC requirements 
- Other requirements 
- Life length  
- Installation specifications 
- Other fastening solutions 
- User interests 
- Why is it important to redesign the 
shielding and fastening? 
- What features would be desirable in 
the new design? And what problems 
would the new features/design 
resolve? 
- Who’s the users, what are their 
arguments and thoughts are 
- What problem would a new solution 
resolve for the users? 
- How does the competitors solve this 
problem? 
- How does other product at Ericsson 
solve this problem? 
-Tests requirements? 
- Costs (tool, material) 
- Max weight  
- Repair needs 
- About market research solutions and 
if they are good and used or ever 
tested at Ericsson before? 

Information seen and experienced 
during the look step is confirmed and 
processed into knowledge in the ask 
step. 
 
Deeper knowledge due to asking for 
depth information with the help of the 5 
why method 
 
The questions gave a great knowledge 
increase as and closed a lot of 
knowledge gaps that emerged during 
the look phase.  

Adding value by 
identifying which tasks 
within the product 
development that needs 
to be performed (got 
answers to what tests that 
need to be verified) It 
thereby processes the 
knowledge gained and 
identifies needed value 
adding activities and 
decreasing waste. 
 
Value is also increased to 
the PD due to the 
increased product 
knowledge about the 
user, shielding and 
fastening that is being 
processed and analysed 
by asking. The 
knowledge is being 
translated and moving 
forward. 

Model User – A3   Increased knowledge about the need, 
why there is a problem and a 
knowledge base for what product that 
needs to be developed  

The report creates value 
to the project as the 
knowledge is processed 
and creates a good base 
for how to proceed with 
the product development 
by having the problem 
and need for the users 
stated. 

Discuss Discuss the problems with the 
different disciplines. 
 
Discussed the user –A3 with the 
reference group at Ericsson. 

Expert knowledge about the users are 
shared and gained in the whole team.  
 
The A3 was also updated after the 
discussion, which shows an increase of 
knowledge. The A3 was later updated 
during the whole PD.  

Creates value of 
decreasing lead times of 
having to ask experts 
about the knowledge 
about the problem and 
user needs.  
 
Creates value of sharing 
knowledge and to 
evaluate knowledge 
about shielding and 
fastening. 

Act Act on the value adding activities that 
have been identified during the 
previous LAMDA steps of look, ask, 
model and discuss.  

Knowledge is gained of how to proceed 
and what activities that needs to be 
performed to add value to the PD and to 
develop the right shielding and 
fastening concept.  

Only value adding 
activities are pointed out 
and specified which 
eliminates wasteful tasks.  
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4.1.2 Implemented user – A3 
The gained knowledge during the LAMDA process was documented in a user-A3 report as 
seen in the modelling step of the process. The A3 was also performed to make the gained 
information about the user more visualized for the reference group and to share the 
knowledge. It also answered questions such as which the three users of the covers were, their 
needs, problems they expect to be resolved hence most importantly why it is important and 
need to be answered. The user-A3 was therefore based on the four steps of LAMDA, look, 
ask, model, discuss and act performed in 4.1.1. 
 
The user-A3 constructed can be found in appendix 2. The detailed information gained is not 
included in this report due to confidential information; the appendix is given as an illustration 
of how the A3 looked. It resulted in a one-page with the four recommended subtitles 
explained in section 2.5.1. The first subtitle gives a description of important product 
properties and current situation. The section includes information about the existing covers, 
users, purpose of the shielding cover, current installation and problems, cost, maintenance, 
weight, alternative fastening in other existing products and a summary of critical construction 
parameters. The section explains the user needs and why there is a need to redesign the 
shielding cover and fastening.  In the next section the analysis of the LAMDA process is 
described in the A3 where the user interests found during the process are translated into 
construction parameters that will work as a requirement and help to define the design space 
for the product development and competitor analysis.  The section is followed by a conclusion 
of what tests that the process found that need to be done to validate the needed changes and 
make sure that the new design would be feasible. It also secured that it is clear what tests that 
need to be done so that no unnecessary tests are performed. Only tasks that create value and 
knowledge should be performed. Knowledge gaps for meeting the users’ needs to verify and 
make sure that the design is feasible are stated in order to keep track of them as they are very 
important to the product development when it comes to increasing knowledge and value to the 
development of the shielding and fastening concept.  

4.1.3 Observations at the Ericsson production site 
Since genchi gemba is an important principle in LPD and important for understanding the 
product an observation was performed at Ericsson’s production site. The final assembly line 
was observed where the shielding covers and PCB’s are assembled. The installation and time 
taken was also observed. Questions were asked when needed regarding the assembly and 
fastening, what different tools they used during the assembly and notes were taken 
continuously. It increased knowledge both about the shielding covers and fastening and what 
challenges the production face and what factors they see as critical in the design for 
minimizing the production challenges. Other fastening assembly lines were also observed. It 
increased a deeper understanding of why there is a need to improve todays fastening and how 
other assembly lines can be used to minimize the assembly time. Other fastening solutions 
used in the production site were also identified by asking questions regarding the fastening 
and discussion the problems identified in the user-A3.  

4.1.4 Integration event one 
An integration event was conducted after the user-A3 was conducted both to perform the 
discussion part of the LAMDA process to increase knowledge about the shielding cover and 
fastening and to discuss the material. The event occurred for one hour and four of the five 
designers from the reference group attended the event. During the event the A3 was handed 
out to the reference group where the A3 was reviewed and analysed. Information was added 
to the A3 after the event as new knowledge had been gathered during the event. The event 
helped to share the knowledge and create value of giving a good base for the product 
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development and to know how to proceed to develop the right concept. After the IE the 
participants were given a survey regarding the user-A3 and LAMDA and their effect on the 
knowledge and value creation during this phase.  

4.2 Implementation of the second LPD phase 
The concept development started during this second phase. The LPD methods used and 
implementations done from the LPD theory explained in chapter 2 will be further explained in 
the following sections. Evaluation methods from phase four were used during this phase in 
order to evaluate the concepts, which will be further explained in the coming sections. 

4.2.1 Brainstorming implementation 
Brainstorming was used as an ideation method for the reference group at the Royal Institute 
of Technology and regarded the fastening of the cover. The participants sketched their 
solutions to post-its and separate papers. The ideas were then explained to the group, which 
identified different ways to fasten the cover. The ideation resulted in 12 rough fastening ideas.  
 
Brainstorming was also used as an ideation method with the reference group at Ericsson. 
During the ideation it started with brainstorming different fastening mechanisms, which 
resulted in a creative session of understanding the problems identified in the user-A3 that the 
whole shielding should be changed and cover in itself. Ideas were sketched on different 
separate papers and resulted in several ideas. Since the product needs to be reopened ideas for 
how to solve the problems during different PCB verification test were also identified.  

4.2.2 Brainwriting (6-3-5) implementation 
Brainwriting was also used as an ideation method with the reference group at the Royal 
Institute of Technology according to Holmdahl (2010). The ideation was used as an ideation 
method as it gives time effective and produces a lot of ideas during a short time period of 30 
minutes. Several ideas were produced during the ideation. The ideation focused mostly on the 
fastening of the concepts. Since there is a time pressure the ideas were not as qualitative as the 
ones produced during the brainstorming session.  

4.2.3 Supplier visit 
A visit to a supplier’s production was also performed. The company focuses on EMC 
shielding of gaskets and covers. During the visit the different technologies used for EMC 
shielding were shown, different materials and machines were also presented. Creative dialogs 
were therefore chosen as an ideation method were ideas were discussed and documented by 
notes. Several ideas were identified during this ideation session regarding shielding material, 
producability, and the design space for different shielding materials and fastenings. The ideas 
were evaluated at the same time. This session was very useful and effective.  

4.2.4 Market research 
The market research continued during this phase were the different ideas from the ideation 
sessions (4.2.1-4.2.3) were researched in order to see if there were any market input to the 
ideas and how feasible they were to produce and how the ideas could be improved by 
contacting the suppliers that offered the solutions. Suppliers working with the identified ideas 
(different shielding material, fastening and EMC) were therefore contacted and asked for 
consultation regarding the solutions, how they could be improved, their feasibility and if they 
were within the given design space. Different samples within the design space were also 
asked for and given. 
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4.2.5 Morphological Analysis 
A morphological analysis was used after the ideation sessions in order to develop concepts of 
the ideas. An A3 was used were the desired features and functions were identified and pointed 
in the left hand column of the A3 with post-its as seen in figure 8. The identified features 
were function, material, fastening, EMC shielding and tests that were seen as critical user 
interest in the user-A3. The ideas gained during the ideation sessions regarding the five 
different categories were put in the regarding row on a post – it with its color.  The colors help 
to see the difference between the different features. One idea from each row was then 
integrated and pointed out creating a concept.  Nine different concepts were developed using 
the method. 

 
Figure 8. The implemented morphological analysis 

4.2.6 Creative dialogs  
Creative dialogs were used as an ideation method for developing ideas and improving ideas. 
Ideas gained during the different ideation sessions with the reference groups were discussed 
with the experts mentioned in section 3.4 to increase the feasibility and reliability of the 
designs. The experts were consulted throughout the whole phase. The dialogs were short and 
reoccurring several times per week. Ideas were both sketched during creative dialog meetings 
of a few minutes or noted through dialogs that were conducted through e-mail or phone 
conversations.   

4.2.7 Pugh’s matrix 
In order to be able to evaluate the concepts developed during this phase a pugh’s matrix was 
performed to have a knowledge-based elimination of the concepts for the upcoming 
integration events. The reference product was used as the reference in the matrix. The criteria 
used during the evaluation were found in the user-A3 and were described as: 
 

• Short installation time – It was important that the fastening of the concepts had a short 
installation time, as it is important to reduce installation time in production of the 
product to improve the design demands. 

• Reliable installation – It is important that the installation is feasible and can stand for 
different conditions and be reliable during the whole life length of the product. 

• Cost for installation –It is important that the new fastening is not causing installation 
costs that are higher than the existing product. 

• Manufacturing cost – The concepts should improve the design demands of reducing 
cost for the shielding covers. 
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• Weight –is a design demand and there is a need to improve the weight of the product 
and to achieve as low weight as possible.  

• Be able to open –The cover should be able to be reopened hence the criteria.  
• Production challenges – As low production challenges as possible are preferred in 

order to reduce costs, weight and assembly issues as possible. 
• Life length – the concepts should be able to handle the required life length. 
• EMC shielding – The concepts should be able to handle the required shielding effects. 

 
The concepts were given a plus if they were better and minus if they were worse than the 
reference product. A zero was given if there was no difference between the concept and the 
reference. The performed pugh’s matrix can be seen in table 2. From the results it was shown 
that two concepts should be eliminated directly.  
 
Table 2. The Pugh’s matrix that was used during the product development  
	  	   Concepts	  

Section	  criteria	   Reference	  
Concept	  

1	  
Concept	  

2	  
Concept	  

3	  
Concept	  

4	  
Concept	  

5	  
Concept	  

6	  
Concept	  

7	  
Concept	  

8	  
Concept	  

9	  
Shorter	  
installation	  time	   0	   +	   +	   +	   0/+	   0	   +	   +	   +	   +	  
Reliable	  
installation	   0	   +	   0	   0	   +	   0	   +	   +	   0	   +	  
Cost	  
(Installation)	   0	   +	   +	   +	   0	   0	   +	   +	   +	   +	  
Cost	  
(Manufacturing)	   0	   +	   +	   +	   0	   +	   0	   +	   +	   -‐	  
Weight	  
	   0	   +	   +	   +	   +	   +	   +	   +	   +	   +	  
Be	  able	  to	  open	  
	   0	   +	   +	   +	   0	   0	   -‐	   0	   +	   +	  
Production	  
challenges	  	   0	   0	   0	   0	   -‐	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
Life	  length	  
	   0	   0	   0	   0	   +	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
EMC	  Shielding	  
	   0	   0	   0	   +	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
Sum	  +	  
	   0	   6	   5	   6	   3	   2	   4	   5	   5	   5	  
Sum	  0	  
	   8	   3	   3	   3	   5	   7	   4	   4	   4	   4	  
Sum	  –	  
	   0	   0	   0	   0	   1	   0	   1	   0	   0	   1	  
Net	  score	  
	   0	   6	   5	   6	   2	   2	   3	   5	   5	   4	  
Rank	  
	   0	   1	   2	   1	   5	   5	   4	   2	   2	   3	  
Continue	   -‐	   YES	   YES	   YES	   NO	   NO	   YES	   YES	   YES	   YES	  

 
4.2.8 Status – A3   

A status-A3 was performed with the nine developed concepts. The report was conducted in 
order to give a clear status of what concepts that were constructed and a status of the product 
development. The status report consisted of a one page with 3D modeled pictures of each 
concepts and a short description of material, shielding and fastening used. The status-A3 can 
be seen in appendix 3.  

4.2.9 Integration event two 
Integration event two was planned and conducted in order to visualize the concepts developed 
to the reference group. The integration event was held two weeks after the previous 
integration event. During the event the status-A3 reports and the Pugh’s matrix were handed 
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out to the five participants. The event started by going through the A3 report explaining the 
concepts one at a time and then explaining the pugh’s matrix and why two concepts were 
recommended to be eliminated already at this point. The reference group evaluated the 
concepts based on expert knowledge and previous experience of several years of design 
experience and made some changes to the evaluation matrix and concluded that two concepts 
should be eliminated, concept one and three should be integrated and the same goes for 
concept six and seven. Leaving five concepts left to work with. After the integration event a 
survey was given to the participants where they were asked questions regarding the methods 
used during the phase on knowledge and value creation to the developed concepts and 
development.  

4.3 Implementation of the third LPD phase 
The third phase started with a parallel product development of the five concepts that remained 
after the second integration event. The methods used for this phase are represented by a set –
based design way of working, where the concepts are worked on in parallel and the design 
space is being reduced with the help of integration events and knowledge based decisions. 
Meaning the fourth phase is also integrated to this phase as the methods from the phase are 
used here as well. The LPD methods used in this phase are further explained in the sections 
below.  

4.3.1 Expert dialogs during the third phase 
Expert dialogs were held continuously with suppliers, production and other experts explained 
in section 3.4. The experts helped to increase expert knowledge and feedback to improve the 
concepts and how to add value to the shielding covers and fastening. Knowledge regarding 
material, fastening, weight and manufacturability gained during this phase. It became very 
clear early during this phase how feasible the concepts were. Two suppliers recommended 
that two concepts should be eliminated due to price during this phase. The cost for the 
material would be unreasonably expensive and result in a very expensive shielding cover. 
This knowledge was very helpful in evaluating the concepts. This made it also clear that an 
integration event needed to be performed.  
 
Expert consultation with EMC experts helped to plan what prototypes that were going to be 
developed in order to verify the shielding and fastening of the concepts according to the 
customer requirements stated in the user-A3. The focus was to develop low-cost, simple 
prototypes and test set-ups. The tests should be needed and value adding activities. Meaning 
the prototypes should add value and knowledge to the PD. LPD is characterized by test first 
and construct later. Simple prototypes are good for increasing knowledge and there is no 
value in making expensive prototypes if they are not working.  
 
An EMC expert able of performing EMC simulations was consulted in order to see if a 
concept could be EMC simulate instead of prototyped. The concepts feasibility was very 
dependent on specific dimensions. More knowledge would therefore be gained by simulating 
a range of dimensions and parameters within the design space instead of wasting time on 
building one or several prototypes and estimating what the dimensions should be for just that 
concept.  

4.3.2 Status report – A3 during the third phase 
The knowledge gained in 4.3.1 and by working with a set-based design approach was 
processed and reported in a status report since two concepts needed to be eliminated. The 
reports consisted of an A3, see Appendix 4. The design of the report was based on the theory 
of Holmdahl (2010).     
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The reports started with showing an overview of the concept development which concepts 
were eliminated in previous phase and why. The knowledge gained by the experts was also 
stated in the report in order to share the knowledge of why the two concepts needed to be 
eliminated. The next section in the report concerned the prototypes that were going to be 
developed, what kind of material that was going to be used, fastening and supplier was stated. 
Which concepts that were going to be EMC tested and simulated were also stated. The report 
ended with the knowledge gaps from the user -A3 that were going to be closed due to the 
EMC tests and simulations.  

4.3.3 Check sheet 
The knowledge gained in 4.3.1 and during the product development regarding technical 
abilities were processed and explained in a check sheet. The check sheet consisted of an A3 
report, see Appendix 5. In the check sheet the design space for the different concepts were 
explained. The sheet therefore explained the technical boundaries for the different materials, 
curing, operation times, temperatures and EMC shielings. The sheet was constructed in order 
to visualize the design space and to fast visualize if the concepts are within the requirements 
and design demands stated in the user-A3. The sheet should also be used in the next coming 
integration event to increase knowledge to the team about the concepts.  The sheet would also 
help to make knowledge-based decisions, as it is easy to see if the concept is within the design 
boundaries.  
 
The check sheets were to be updated during the whole product development as more 
knowledge was gained.  

4.3.4 Integration event three 
Integration event three was performed due to the need to eliminate to more concepts. There 
was no value in continuing with the concepts as explained in 4.3.1. Two participants from the 
reference group participated during the event. During the event the status report seen in 
appendix 4 was handed out and reviewed with the reference group. The check sheet (appendix 
5) was also handed out to the design group so that they could see the technical abilities and 
the design space. This was also used as a knowledge sharing and creating value in the 
reference group of sharing expert knowledge and used as a base for knowledge based 
decisions of why the two concepts should be eliminated and why the remaining should be 
tested and further developed in parallel to narrow the design space. The meeting then 
reviewed the material and eliminated the two concepts based on both the discussion made 
during the event and the knowledge gained in the A3 reports. Three concepts were then left to 
be further developed in parallel.  
 
The value adding activities explained in the status report were evaluated and discussed that by 
performing EMC tests and simulations they would process the knowledge gained during the 
PD and verify the knowledge and close knowledge gaps. A survey was later handed out to the 
participants regarding the LPD methods effect on knowledge and value during this phase.  

4.3.5 Prototyping 
Six prototypes were then constructed during this phase after integration event three. Two of 
the prototypes were first 3D – printed in house at Ericsson and then finished by a supplier in 
order to get the correct EMC shielding properties. The four remaining prototypes were 
constructed in – house at Ericsson’s prototype department and by materials gained from 
suppliers. The prototypes were simple functional prototypes with the correct material and 
very simple and not in the same scale as the real product. The prototypes were constructed in 
that way in order to minimize waste in prototype costs and because it was most important to 
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test the function of the concepts.  The prototypes should test different shielding covers made 
out of different materials and fastening mechanisms. In LPD it is also very important to test 
first and construct later. It was therefore very important to verify that both the shielding cover 
and fastening mechanism worked while not wasting time on building complex prototypes.   

4.3.6 EMC verification 
The six prototypes were EMC tested in house at Ericsson’s EMC lab. The shielding effect of 
the covers and fastening were verified and tested according to set tests performed by a system 
designer at Ericsson. 
 
The concepts that were not prototyped were also EMC verified with the help of EMC 
simulation program by a senior developer at Ericsson. The fastening and construction of the 
shielding covers were tested for different parameters in the design space.  
 
Two test-A3 reports were designed. One for the EMC tests where the design of the test 
fixtures and test set up was depicted with the help of pictures. The reports are not included in 
this thesis due to confidential information. The reports were designed according to the theory 
of Holmdahl (2010). The reports were done in order to create knowledge about the test set – 
up as there are different ways of performing EMC tests and since the EMC test were very 
effective and simple were no test PCB was needed to test the prototypes it is good to share the 
expert knowledge about the EMC as it is an important factor in the product development at 
Ericsson.  
 
The second test-A3 report consisted of descriptions of the structures of the two different EMC 
simulations that were performed with the help of pictures and graphs. The report will neither 
be depicted in this report as it mostly consisted of pictures of the test set ups and graphs that 
are confidential. This was done in order to visualize the test for the design group and to gain 
more knowledge about different shielding covers and fastening mechanisms to narrow down 
the design space as the EMC tests were performed for different parameters it could be clear 
what parameters should be eliminated and how the concept should be constructed in order to 
be performed.  

4.3.7 Limit trade off curves 
The EMC test results were presented in different graphs (limit trade – off curves). The A3 
will not be shown due to confidential information about the tests. The design of the report is 
based on the theory explained in chapter two. Three different graphs were shown in the A3. 
The graphs showed the effect of the shielding covers and fastening on the shielding effect. In 
every graph a limit trade of curve was shown that depicts the minimum EMC requirements 
stated in the user – A3. In this way it visualized the results very fast and easy. It is much 
easier to see what parameters that are accepted and passes the test with the help of a limit 
trade off curve than just seeing the results from a table. When having a limit trade off curve it 
is easy to see the whole picture and what parameters within the design space that works. 
Hence the A3 creates knowledge about the design space and creating value of not having to 
interpret long tables and to make conclusions and analysis. Tables were however used in 
addition to see exact values if they were needed.  

4.3.8 Construction – A3 
Creative dialogs and expert dialogs were used during the whole product development in order 
to improve the constructions and create knowledge about the concepts of what is feasible. The 
knowledge gained about the remaining three concepts were concluded in construction A3’s.  
The three remaining concepts therefore got one construction A3 each consisting of one page, 
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see appendix 6 for one of the concepts.  The construction A3 showed 3D figures of the 
concept and descriptions of the production methods, material, installation, cost, weight, life 
length and knowledge gaps. Meaning the A3 concluded all expert knowledge about the 
concepts and the knowledge gained during the product development on one page. It was 
therefore important to only write about the most important technical information that could be 
shared and create value to the design team and generate product knowledge.  

4.3.9 Decision – A3  
Since the EMC verifications gave a good verification of the feasibility and validity of the 
concepts and how to continue a decision-A3 was conducted, see appendix 7. The decision A3 
showed a concept overview of the set-based way of working and how concepts had been 
eliminated during the project giving value to the project of reminding the design team about 
the concepts and why they had been eliminated. It also depicted which concepts that were 
recommended to further develop, if the user-interests from the user-A3 were meet and which 
knowledge gaps that had been closed and if there were any left. At this phase two concepts 
were first recommended to continue with and further develop and were to be discussed and 
reviewed with the reference group. Appendix 7 shows the final decision A3 of the final 
concept that should be further developed which is further explained in section 4.3.10.  

4.3.10 Integration event four 
Integration event four was the last integration event for the thesis as only two concepts were 
to be discussed for being further developed. During the integration event the reference group 
was invited.  During the event the test-A3, limit trade-off A3, construction-A3 reports and 
decision A3 was reviewed and discussed with the design team. During the integration event 
the expert knowledge was shared and the material was reviewed in detail. The concepts were 
then further discussed and evaluated with the help of sketching on the white boards. Resulting 
in elimination of two concepts and leaving one concept to be further developed. The 
elimination was knowledge based as it was both based on the A3 reports and knowledge 
based facts such as production challenges and design challenges based on the reference 
groups design knowledge of several years of experience.   
 
After the integration event a final construction A3 was performed updating information about 
the last concept that should be further developed and what needs to be further tested and 
investigated before construction detail, see appendix 7. A check sheet for the final concept 
was also constructed for having the technical boundaries concluded and for what parameters 
within the construction is feasible for and last a decision A3 was also updated, stating why 
design space was narrowed down to the last concept and what final adjustments and steps 
need to be performed before reaching detailed construction. Meaning the design space was 
narrowed however some parameters were to be more narrowed and decided before reaching 
the detail construction phase. A survey was handed out to the five participants from the 
reference group regarding the LPD methods effect on knowledge and value during this phase. 
The final developed concept improved all design demands, hence few adjustments needed to 
be done in order for the detailed construction to start. Many knowledge gaps identified in the 
user-A3 were closed after the PD.  
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5. RESULTS  
In this chapter the results from implementing the LPD methods during the development of the 
shielding covers and fastening on knowledge and value creation are presented. Meaning the 
results from the quantitative data collection (surveys) conducted during the integration events 
are presented. The knowledge and value created is both gathered through measuring its effect 
throughout the development and by comparing the way of working with Ericsson’s way of 
working.  

5.1 Results from integration event one 
In this section the results from the survey from integration event one are presented. 

5.1.1 The methods effect on product knowledge – First LPD phase 
The results from the survey during integration event one showed that only one out of four 
respondents from the reference group had performed a user -A3 based on LAMDA before.  
 
From the survey it was also clear that the respondents usually gather information in the 
beginning of a project by asking around and look for requirement specifications. Three out of 
four respondents answered that newfound knowledge in the R&D projects are reported in 
technical reports and one participant passed on the question. So there was a difference in the 
way of documenting and processing knowledge. 
 
In diagram 1 the difference between the Ericsson way of working, LAMDA – process and 
user-A3 effect on increasing product knowledge is shown. The diagram shows the effect 
during the first LPD phase about defining the problem and investigating what product to 
develop. From the diagram it is clear that there was a difference between the methods effect 
on increased product knowledge. The respondents agreed (mean value; 6 on the likert-scale) 
that the user – A3 increased knowledge about the product in this phase. The respondents also 
agreed (mean value; 5,5 on the likert scale) that the LAMDA – process had a great effect on 
increasing knowledge about the product. The Ericsson way of working had a lower mean 
value of 3,25 indicating a somewhat disagreement that it had an effect on the product 
knowledge in this phase.  
 

 
Diagram 1. The results from the survey regarding knowledge increase due to the Ericsson 

way of working, LAMDA-process and user – A3.  
 
A t-test on a significant level 0.05 was conducted to test the statistical difference between the 
methods due to difference in the mean values. There was no significant difference between 
Ericsson’s ways of working and the LAMDA – process since p>0.05. A significant difference 
was detected between Ericsson’s way of working and the user-A3.   
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5.1.2 The methods effect on value creation – First LPD phase  
In diagram 2 it can be seen that there was a difference between the Ericsson way of working 
and the LPD methods effect on increasing value to the product development. As seen in 
diagram 2 both the LAMDA process and the user-A3 gave a mean value of 5,25; indicating 
that the methods somewhat increased value to the product development. The Ericsson way of 
working got a lower mean value on the likert-scale indicating that the participants somewhat 
disagreed that the method increased value. 
 

 
Diagram 2. The results from the survey regarding increased value due to the Ericsson way of 

working, LAMDA-process and user – A3.  
 

Since there was a difference in the mean values the statistical difference was tested with a t-
test on a significant level of 0.05 for Ericsson’s way of working and the two other methods. 
There was no significant difference between Ericsson’s way of working and the LAMDA-
process as p>0.05. There was however a significant difference between the Ericsson way of 
working and the user – A3. 

5.1.3 The methods effect on developing the right concept from the 
beginning 

In diagram 3 it can be seen that there was a difference between the Ericsson ways of working, 
the LPD methods effects on developing the right concept from the beginning. As seen in 
diagram 3 the LAMDA – process gave a mean value of 6 on the likert scale; agreement that 
the method will affect that the right product is developed. The user-A3 gave a mean value of 
5,75. The Ericsson way of working got a lower mean value on the likert-scale indicating that 
the participants neither agrees or disagrees that the method affects if the right product is 
developed. There was also a significant difference between the Ericsson way of working and 
the LPD methods on the significant level 0.05. 
 

 
Diagram 3. The results from the survey regarding the methods effect on developing the right 
concept from the beginning due to Ericsson way of working, LAMDA-process and user – A3.  
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5.1.4 The methods used during the first phase   
The participants agreed that the LAMDA process and that the user-A3 are good methods to 
use in a R&D setting as they got a 5,7 mean value on the likert-scale.   
 
The participants also agreed that the LAMDA process and that the user-A3 are good methods 
to use in a R&D setting for understanding why there is a problem and that a product needs to 
be changed as they got a 6,25 mean value on the likert-scale.   
 
The user-A3 was also seem to be a good base for decision making based on knowledge as it 
got a 6 on the likert-scale indicating that the participants agreed that it would affect the 
decisions making.  
 
The participants somewhat agreed (mean value: 4,5 on the likert-scale) that there is a 
difference between the LPD methods and their way of working. The differences are affected 
by the factors seen in diagram 4. The participants also somewhat agreed (mean value: 5 on the 
likert-scale) that the methods were better than the current way.  

 
Diagram 4. The results from the survey regarding what factors that affect the difference 
between the LPD methods during the first phase of LPD and Ericsson’s way of working.  

 
The participants agreed (mean value 6,25 on the likert scale) that the LAMDA – process 
affected the product quality during the product development. The respondents also agreed that 
the user – A3 to affect the product quality (mean value 5,75). 

5.2 Results from integration event two 
The surveys from the second integration event focused on the last parts of the phase namely 
that several concepts (nine) were generated and were going to be evaluated and worked on 
according to a set-based design and in parallel. The method evaluated in this section is 
therefore set-based design. 
 
Three out of five participants said that they usually work with more than one concept when 
performing a pre-development project at Ericsson. The quantities of concepts that are 
developed are usually around 3-5 concepts depending on what kind of project it is.  Factors 
that usually affect the number of concepts that are taken further into development can be seen 
in diagram 5.  Other factors are cost for the product, technical issues, producability and 
production time. 
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Diagram 5. The results from the survey regarding what factors that affect the how many 

concepts that are further developed at Ericsson.  
 

Diagram 6 shows how concepts are usually evaluated and chosen at Ericsson. Four out of five 
participants thought that their way of working with the concepts are good.  
 

 
Diagram 6. The results from the survey regarding what factors that affect the how many 

concepts that are further developed at Ericsson.  

5.2.1 The set-based design effect on knowledge and value creation  
During the second survey the participants were asked questions regarding set-based 
perspective and what they thought of working with nine concepts in parallel. Increased 
product knowledge due to way of working was rated high for both Ericsson’s way of working 
and set-based design. In diagram 7 the mean values are very similar and there is no significant 
difference on the significant level 0.05. The similar results were obtained for value creation 
during this phase, see diagram 8. 
 

 
Diagram 7. The results from the survey regarding knowledge increase due to the Ericsson 

way of working and set-based design.  
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Diagram 8. The results from the survey regarding value increase due to the Ericsson way of 

working and set-based design.  
 

The elimination of concepts was considered to be both knowledge based in Ericsson’s way of 
working and in set-base design as both got a mean value of 5,6 on the likert scale. There was 
no significant difference on the significant level 0.05 either. 
 
When it comes to how strongly the participants thought that the methods affected if risks were 
minimized there was not a big difference as the mean value for Ericsson’s way of working 
was 5 and 5,6 for set-based design. There was no significant difference on the significant 
level 0.05 either in this case. 

5.2.2 The methods effect on developing the right concept from the 
beginning 

There was no difference between Ericsson and the set-based design way of working when it 
comes to developing the right product during this phase of the LPD process as the mean value 
was 5,4 on the likert-scale in both cases. There was no significant difference on the 0.05 level 
either. 

5.2.3 The set-based approach during the second phase   
The participants agreed that the set-based design is a good method to work with as it was 
rated with a mean value of 5,6 on the likert-scale and it got the same mean value on the likert 
scale regarding its effect on increasing quality, 
 
The participants also agreed that it is good to work with a design space as it got a 5,8 mean 
value on the likert scale.  
 
Even though the mean values were very similar for the methods effect on product knowledge 
and value for the Ericsson methods and set-based design to the development, three out of five 
participants thought that there was a difference between their ways of working with concepts 
until detailed construction compared to set – based design that was going to be performed 
practically. The differences depended on the following factors that can be seen in the 
following diagram 9. 
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Diagram 9. The results from the survey regarding what factors that affect the difference 

between Ericsson way of working and set – based design.  
 
The participants somewhat agreed (mean value; 5,4) that the set-based design method would 
increase product quality.  

5.3 Results from integration event three 
During the third integration event the survey focused on the LPD methods used during the 
event and their effect on knowledge and value creation. 

5.3.1 The methods effect on knowledge and value creation – Third LPD 
phase  

For the third integration event the participants agreed that the way of working with the LPD 
methods during the phase with the LPD methods increased product knowledge, as the mean 
value was 6 on the likert scale.  
 
The participants somewhat agreed that the way of working during the phase increased value 
as the mean value was 5 on the likert scale. 

5.3.2 The methods effect on developing the right concept  
The participants agreed (mean value 5,5 on the likert-scale) that the way of working during 
the phase helped to develop the right concept. 

5.3.3 The methods used during the event 
The participants strongly agreed (mean value 6,5) that the A3 reports such as the status report 
and check sheets were good tools to use during the integration events.  
 
After the elimination of the concepts the participants agreed (mean value 5,5) that the 
elimination of the concepts were knowledge based.  
 
The participants also somewhat agreed (mean value 4,5) that the way of working during this 
phase would reduce risks until detailed construction.  
 
There was a somewhat agreement among the respondents (mean value 4,75) that the way of 
working during this phase affected the product quality.  

5.4 Results from integration event four 
Four out of five participants responded that they usually eliminate concepts continuously 
during the product development as how the set – based design methodology did. 
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Five out of four participants however thought that there was a difference in how the 
elimination in the last phase was performed compare to the Ericsson way of eliminating 
concepts. The factors contributing to the difference are seen in diagram 10. 
 

 
Diagram 10. The results from the survey regarding what factors that affect the difference 

between Ericsson way of working and set – based design in eliminating concepts. 
 
The other factors seen in diagram 10 was an open ended question. The difference was caused 
by team work, working with other experts and disciplines, way of gathering facts and putting 
them in the A3-reports and comparing them continually with the requirements. It was also a 
clear way to follow the concepts during the development and to eliminate them. When 
looking back at the eliminations it was clear why the concepts had been eliminated. It can 
otherwise be easily forgotten.  
 
Five out of five participants thought both that their way of eliminating concepts and that the 
way the concepts were eliminating during the LPD were good.  

5.4.1 The methods effect on knowledge and value creation  
The participants strongly agreed (mean value: 6,7 on the likert-scale) that the way of working 
with the LPD process and methods increase knowledge about the alternative shielding and 
fastening. 
 
The participants also agreed (mean value; 6 on the likert-scale) that the way of working with 
the LPD process and methods increased value to the development of alternative shielding and 
fastening. 

5.4.2 The methods effect on developing the right concept  
The participants also agreed (mean value; 6 on the likert-scale) that the way of working with 
the LPD process and methods helped to develop the right concept, meaning that it was 
needed, feasible and viable.  

5.4.3 Evaluation of the methods used 
The participants further agreed (mean value; 6 on the likert scale) that the integration events 
were good methods to use to make knowledge-based decisions increase value and eliminate 
concepts with. They also agreed that the A3-reports were good methods to use for the same 
reason as it got a mean value of 6,4 on the likert scale.  
 
Looking at the product development performed of LPD and its methods the respondents 
somewhat agreed (mean value; 4,8 on the likert scale) that there was a difference compared to 
the Ericsson way of working. 
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
A discussion of the methodology used and results of the implementation are presented in this 
chapter. The conclusions and further work are also stated in this chapter.   
 

6.1 Discussion regarding integration event one 
The results from the survey during integration event one showed that there was a difference 
between the Ericsson way of working, the LAMDA process and the user-A3’s, effect on 
knowledge creation during the first phase of the LPD process. The user-A3 was seen to be the 
method that created the most knowledge to the PD of the shielding cover. The LAMDA 
process was not as far behind as the Ericsson way of working which indicated a disagreement 
of creating knowledge in the first stage. The t-test showed that the difference between 
Ericsson way of working and the user-A3 was significant. There was however not a 
significant difference between the Ericsson way of working and the LAMDA-process on the 
0.05 level which could be caused by the low number of respondents and the grading on the 
likert scale for one participant. There is however still a detected difference, which can be seen 
in the diagram. 
 
The difference between the methods are both caused by the way the LAMDA cycle is 
performed and how the knowledge flow is processed in the user-A3 which is not common at 
Ericsson. They usually ask around for requirements and gather the information in a technical 
report. It can therefore be stated that both the LAMDA and user-A3 are good tools to use in 
the first phases of gathering knowledge on defining the needs for the development and getting 
a good base for developing the right thing right as McManus emphasized (2005). The 
difference may also be caused by the principles mentioned by Holmdahl (2010) that learning 
by doing and visualization creates a lot of knowledge. The knowledge gained has a great 
effect when visualized than heard from second sources. As explain by Holmdahl, LAMAD is 
first effective when the whole cycle is performed. In Ericsson’s way of working all of the 
LAMDA steps are not performed with a user approach, which might have lowered their 
results. It can therefore be concluded that the LPD methods used during the first phase 
effected the knowledge creation and increased knowledge about how to improve the design 
demands regarding the shielding covers and fastening and why the redesign was needed.  
 
The same results were found for the effect of the LAMDA process and the user-A3 on 
creating value to the product development. The participants found the methods creating more 
value than their way of working. The significant levels were also the same for this analysis 
and are affected by the number of respondents. There is however a difference in their effects 
as seen in the diagram.  
 
As seen by the implementation by performing this kind of methods the knowledge about the 
shielding and fastening methods are processed as Modig and Åhlström (2013) explained 
which identifies needs and value adding activities for how to increasing value to all 
stakeholders and users of the shielding covers. The Ericsson way of working does not define 
the users in the same way which resulted in a lower value creation and effect on the 
developed product as seen by the results. As Mueller and Thoring (2012) stated the design 
must be needed, feasible and viable to be successful and to have any effect. In order to 
increase value and knowledge the need and user interest must be defined before developing 
the product, which will minimize the unplanned changes later on and non-value adding 
activities. To conclude this was seen in the developed user-A3 and concept. It was stated from 
the beginning why the design improvement was needed, how it was going to be feasible and 
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viable by stating what needed to be tested and what knowledge gaps that needed to be closed 
to make the new design feasible and viable.  
 
This is further strengthen as the practical product development with the implemented LPD 
methods during this phase were also regarded to affect the PD in developing the right concept 
from the beginning as the needs for the product development and users were clearly stated 
and defined. The Ericsson way got a lower score on the mean value indicating that by 
analyzing a user need and problem in depth the methods are more likely to develop the right 
product from the beginning. The reference group at Ericsson agreed that the LPD methods 
throughout this phase were good to use in the R&D setting and that the information could be 
used later on during concept eliminations and increase product quality.  
 
The respondents thought that the differences between LPD effects and their way of working at 
Ericsson was affected by the LPD’s way of working with a focus on knowledge gaps, user 
focus, documentation and product quality. That product quality difference was also supported 
by the high estimation on the likert scale by the respondents who thought that both the 
LAMDA and user-A3 affected the product quality. The reason behind this may be the fact 
that PD is well developed and no quick fixes need to be done in the end of the product 
development as the knowledge gaps are reduced during the LPD and minimizing unexpected 
changes. This result does also further prove that the LPD methods are affecting the value and 
knowledge creation to the developed concept during this initial phase of the PD. By working 
with knowledge gaps and processing knowledge and analysing of how to move forward with 
the information as the user-A3 did more knowledge and value is created which was both 
found in the results and in the theory by Modig and Åhlström (2013). The theory stated that it 
would have a great effect on the user expectations such as quality, which was also found in 
the survey results. To conclude the LAMDA and user-A3 helped to initiate the product 
development of finding how the shielding cover should improve the design demands as it had 
a great effect on increasing knowledge about shielding and fastening and to identify value 
adding activities of how to proceed to develop and reach the final concept. 

6.2 Discussion regarding integration event two 
At Ericsson concepts are also worked at in parallel, the method is however not called set-
based design. At Ericsson the concepts were usually eliminated due to time and monetary 
reasons and factors regarding the technical issues. The respondents also thought that their way 
of working with concepts during this phase was good were the concepts mostly were 
eliminated with a reference group and tests. The way of working with parallel concepts and an 
open design space did not differ between set-base design and Ericsson’s way of working, 
which was also showed in the effects on knowledge and value creation. There were no 
significant differences between Ericsson’s way of working and the set-based design when it 
comes to affecting knowledge and value creation due to working with several concepts in 
parallel. Both methods were highly rated, indicating that the methods are good and have a 
great effect on the knowledge and value creation to the developed concept.  
 
There was therefore neither a great difference between the methods effect on creating the 
right product during the PD or effect on minimizing the risks until detailed construction. The 
effects were highly rated here as well. The respondents also thought that the set-based design 
was a good method to work with and that the design space should be as broad as possible. 
 
Even though the similar mean values for increased product knowledge and value to the 
development three out of five participants thought that there was a difference between their 
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ways of working with concepts until detailed construction compared to set-based design. The 
differences were affected by the value focus and focus on developing deep insight and the 
right concept. There was also a difference in product knowledge and the way risks were 
eliminated until detail construction. This can be rooted from the first phase of the PD and the 
results from the first survey. Meaning the LPD methods were value and knowledge focused 
during the first phase, which is further verified to have an effect later on as they are seen in 
the next phase, indicating that the effects were effective. What can be concluded here as well 
is that the methods were as effective due to the implementation of the lean values to the PD. 
Holmdahl (2010) stated that the methods would not be effective if the values are not applied. 
The results clearly indicated that the lean values were applied; especially the value adding 
focus explained in 2.3, in the methods had a great influence on the effect on knowledge and 
value creation. By focusing on value users and customers will turn to your company instead 
of others as you are focusing on meeting their needs and develop products accordingly 
(Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010), which will lead to meeting customer needs for quality, price 
and cost. To conclude this was seen in this phase 

6.3 Discussion regarding integration event three 
Knowledge and value about the shielding and fastening was steadily created and increasing 
during the PD as the respondents agreed that it was affected due to the LPD methods. They 
also agreed that the way of working helped to develop the right concept and that the 
eliminations of the two concepts during this phase were knowledge based.   
 
The respondents thought that the A3 reports were good methods to use during the integration 
events and that it increased the value and knowledge creation of the concepts. The focus on 
keeping the A3 reports short and concise with a focus on visualization may have caused the 
effect of why they methods increased value and knowledge as Holmdahl (2010) stated.  The 
reason behind the results are also supported by Modig and Åhlström (2013) that the 
knowledge about the shielding and fastening is processed and moving forward, meaning the 
reports showed how the development was going, what the knowledge gaps were, what tests 
that needed to be done, how knowledge was evaluated and used for moving forward. This 
way of working will cause value according to Modig and Åhlström (2010) as the information 
is being processed. They showed why the design changes were needed and the feasibility and 
validity of the concepts. The respondents however thought that it was hard to say if the way of 
working during this phase would reduce risks until detailed construction. During this phase 
three concepts were left which could have caused the response. There were also only two 
participants responding to the survey during this integration event. The results may have 
differed if all five participants would have been participating during the event. To conclude 
by applying the set-based design method to the development of the shielding and fastening 
concept it helped to develop the concept as knowledge and value was created and helped the 
development in finding which concept to move forward with.  

6.4 Discussion regarding integration event four 
During integration event four it was further stated that it was no difference between the set-
based design way of working and the Ericsson way of working as they also worked with 
parallel concepts. There was however a difference in the way of eliminating the concepts. The 
difference was caused by the LPD methods way of using A3 reports as a base for the 
decision-making and the use of a reference group to continually eliminate concepts. There 
was also a difference in how experts were used, the way their knowledge was documented, 
shared and used during the eliminations. The LPD process thereby affected knowledge 
gaining in the way of having a clear, simple and fast way of creating knowledge about the 
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shielding and fastening concepts and how and why value was added by stating the prototypes 
and tests that needed to be done and keeping track of the knowledge gaps. It thereby became 
easy for the reference group to go back and gather knowledge gained about the concepts 
during the PD. It is otherwise easy that information and knowledge is forgotten or lost. To 
conclude this way of working will also reduce the effect of being dependent on an expert 
creating more knowledge to the whole group and eliminating waste. This is a way of turning 
the design teams into lead users (Holmdahl, 2010), which is referred to as experts. The lead 
users are characterized by having deep understanding of root causes and effect on developing 
needed, feasible and validated innovations that could be very successful.  
 
The participants strongly agreed that knowledge about alternative shielding and fasting had 
increased during the PD. The final concept did improve the design demands, which was the 
purpose of the development. The LPD methods were also seen to create value to the shielding 
and fastening concept. It can be caused by the way of focusing on value adding activities and 
user focus and increase of expert knowledge. The participants also agreed that the LPD 
methods helped to develop the right shielding and fastening concept, meaning the concept 
was needed, feasible and viable.  
 
The participants also agreed that the integration events were a good method to use to make 
knowledge-based decisions, increase value and eliminate concepts with. The reference group 
further agreed that the A3-reports were good methods to use for the same reason. 
 
Looking at the product development performed of LPD and its methods the respondents 
somewhat agreed that there was a difference compared to the Ericsson way of working which 
may have been caused by their way of also working with concepts in parallel and having a 
set-based design approach, although they thought the set-based approach was good to use for 
developing the alternative shielding and fastening concept.  
 

6.5 Conclusions and further work 
The LPD methods had a great effect on the developed concepts. The final concept improved 
the design demands, which was the purpose of the PD, and the LPD methods had a great 
effect on the knowledge and value creation about EMC shielding and fastening throughout the 
whole process. 
 
It became clear that Ericsson does not differ from LPD in the sense of working with an open 
design space and evaluating several concepts at the same time. The method does however 
have a great effect on the knowledge and value creation about EMC shielding and fastening to 
the developed concept during this phase. If a concept that was eliminated early had chosen to 
further develop many unexpected changes would have been done and not caused as much 
knowledge about shielding and fastening as the open design space did. This was also 
concluded as the reference group thought that the right concept was developed, meaning it 
was needed, worked and thereby also viable.  
 
It can be concluded that the LPD methods used during the first phase effected the knowledge 
creation and increased knowledge about how to improve the design demands regarding the 
shielding covers and fastening and why the redesign was needed. The LAMDA and user –A3 
helped to initiate the product development of finding how the shielding cover should improve 
the design demands as it had a great effect on increasing knowledge about shielding and 
fastening and to identify value adding activities of how to proceed to develop and reach the 
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final concept. The focus on lean values was useful in the development both in the first phases 
and during the set-base design phase.  
 
The focus on creating value was also helpful, which was regarded back to how effective the 
lean values were and that they affect the methods application and results. The LPD methods 
therefore had a great effect on the knowledge and value creation to the developed concept. 
The concept was needed, feasible and viable in the end.   
 
The methodology used may have affected the results. The low number of respondents may 
have affected the significant difference and the quantitative data. The number of respondents 
was however good throughout the integration events as the meetings were effective and 
created a lot of knowledge and value about shielding and fastening. Decisions were also taken 
very fast. The methodology was however also good as the results were not biased and based 
on the reference group’s thoughts and not the researcher’s perception of the implementation. 
 
By performing the LPD process and methods practically it can be concluded that it had a great 
effect on the knowledge and value creation in a R&D setting. It should however be further 
tested in other hardware environments in order for the results to be fully generalized. It can 
however be concluded that the methodology used of using a controlled environment was good 
as the respondents had the same reference of what LPD was and how the methods were 
implemented.    
 
Even though it was clear that the right concept had been developed and tested there was still 
some changes needed to be done before entering the detailed phase and later on performing 
the detailed construction. Since the whole product development was not investigated it is not 
entirely clear if the right concept was developed. Meaning the development should have been 
further tested to see if the detailed construction phase would have been freed from any 
unexpected changes and quick fix problems. Further research could therefore perform the 
whole LPD process.  
 
It can also be concluded that the A3 reports used during this product development are good 
for creating knowledge and value about shielding, fastening, EMC evaluation and so forth. 
The A3 reports could therefore be used in other projects at Ericsson. The methods were also 
good since they increase expert knowledge, transforming the designers into lead users, which 
can lead to great successful innovations and minimize the time spent on gathering expert 
knowledge.   
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APPENDIX 1: Risk Analysis 
 
The risk analysis for this thesis concerns the risk regarding communication, planning, the 
researcher and the final solution. How the risk analysis is performed can be seen in table 1. 
The probability of the consequence is either rated as low, medium or high and the 
consequence of these probabilities are also rated as follow, see table 1.  
 
Table 1. Scale of risk probability and its consequence 
Risk Probability Consequence of risk 
Low Low 
Medium Medium 
High High 
 
The risks, their consequence and action can be seen in table 2. 
 
Table 2. The risks, their consequences and their actions 
Risk Consequence Action  
Communication problem  Have continuous and frequent meetings with 

KTH and Ericsson 
Dissatisfaction from KTH or 
Ericsson during the process 

 Have clear goals of what is expected from 
both stakeholders. 

Delay in execution of time 
plan 

 Keep track of deadlines and plan  

To broad assignment  Have continues meetings with supervisor at 
KTH and Ericsson to maintain the right focus 
and have clear goals. 

Illness  Have a time plan that can handle flexibility 
and illness 

Dissatisfaction from Ericsson  Involve the supervisor and mechanists in the 
process and have regular meetings. 

Dissatisfaction from KTH of 
the final results 

 Have continuous meetings and checks with 
supervisor. 
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Appendix 2: The user – A3 
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Appendix 3: The Concept status – A3 
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Appendix 4: Integration event three, status report - A3 
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Appendix 5: Integration event three, check sheet 1 
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Appendix 6: Construction - A3 for concept 1 
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Appendix 7: Decision - A3, Integration Event 4 

 


